ELECTION STATISTICS

257,448 Registered Voters
- 16,263 more than in the 2016 Primary
- 39,927 more than in the 2014 Mid-Term Primary

- Democratic – 90,553
- Republican – 96,463
- Minor Party and Nonpartisans – 70,432
- TOTAL = 257,488
ELECTION STATISTICS

- TOTAL TURNOUT – 69,260 (26.9%)
  - Democratic – 28,908 (31.92%)
  - Republican – 31,604 (32.76%)
  - Minor Party and Nonpartisans – 8,748 (12.42%)

- 24.59% increase in turnout from the 2016 Primary
- 14.81% increase in turnout from the 2014 Mid-Term Primary
ELECTION STATISTICS

- TOTAL TURNOUT by Tally Type
  - Early Voters – 30,486 (11.84%)
  - Absentee Voter – 5,021 (1.95%)
  - Mail-In Voters – 255 (.10%)
  - Election Day Voters – 33,498 (13.1%)
Equipment and Poll Workers

- Total of 981 ICX Prime Voting Tablets used
- 417 poll workers hired
- 99 Polling locations
  - 20 Early Voting Locations
  - 79 Election Day Locations
Early Voting

- 20 Early Voting Sites with over 1,900 hours of operation
- 88 Early Voting poll workers hired
- 185 ICX Prime Voting Tablets used for Early Voting
Registrar of Voters

Election Day

- 79 Election Day locations
- 329 Election Day poll workers hired
- 796 ICX Prime Voting Tablets used for Election Day
Absentee/Mail In Ballots

- 7,071 Issued
- 5,276 Returned
- 3 - ICC (Image Cast Central) Tabulators and 2 Adjudication Stations used
County Workers

- 30 (+1 TMWA) County employees at the polls
- 17 technology services employees who participated in pre-lat (logic and accuracy testing) and provided troubleshooter/tech support in the field
- 4 County employees who worked in our call center on election day

THANK YOU FOR VOLUNTEERING! We couldn’t have done it without you.
Special Thanks to Our Technology Services Department

Pre-LAT
- Adam Bravo
- Azra Zafar
- Christine Quednau
- Dan Simpson
- Kelly Hvegholm
- Matt Bradshaw
- Rick Morris

Poll Book setup
- Adam Bravo
- Brian Takemoto
- Bryon Fanger
- Christine Quednau
- Dan Simpson

Early Voting
- Adam Bravo
- Brad Bachman
- Brian Takemoto
- Dan Simpson
- Hunter Halcomb (Recorders)
- Parporn Metharom
- Rick Morris

Election Day Help
- Adam Bravo
- Brad Bachman
- Brian Takemoto
- Byron Fanger
- Dan Simpson
- Hunter Halcomb (Recorders)
- Joellie Williams
- Johnathan Lujan (Clerks)
- Parporn Metharom
- Perry Higginbotham
- Rick Morris

Election Night Help
- Adam Bravo
- Byron Fanger
- Dan Simpson
- Hunter Halcomb (Recorders)
- Johnathan Lujan (Clerks)
- Parporn Metharom
- Paul Burr
- Rick Morris
- Roy King
- Brad Bauchman
- Jason Bogal

Miscellaneous
POST-ELECTION ACTIVITY

- Per NRS 293B.155 as required by NRS 293B.165, post-lat completed on Wednesday, June 13, 2018 and was completed with no errors.
- Provisional Ballots have been processed - 5 provisional ballots were cast of the 14 submitted
- Reconciliation completed with no unexplained errors
- Final abstract has been printed and vote history posted
- Post election audit completed Friday, June 15th by the Accuracy Certification Board (ACB)
  - Current Certification Board Members are: Greg Neuweiler, Jean Stoess, Steve Davidek, and Norm Schiff
All of the ICX Prime Voting Tablets listed were audited by the Accuracy Certification Board (ACB) on Friday, June 15th. The VVPAT Audit (NAC 293.255) requires that at least 2% or 20 voting machine’s paper audit trails be reviewed for accuracy (whichever is greater). Our ACB chose to audit 22 machines to review.

This is done by scanning the QR codes for each copy of the ballot cast. Those are totaled and compared to the print-out from the results flash drive. The ACB also reviews at least two sets of individual votes cast visually and compares that to the VVPAT to make certain the QR code for each ballot choices are being accurately reflected.

No errors were found.
VVPAT AUDIT

- Locations and Machines randomly chosen by the Accuracy Certification Board

WC0892 – Aspen Lodge at Sierra Canyon
WC0580 – Downtown Reno Library
WC0390 – Dunn Elementary School
WC0571 – Evelyn Mount Northeast Community Center
WC0597 – First Baptist Church of Sparks
WC0899 – Five Star Premier Residences of Reno
WC0418 – May Museum at Rancho San Rafael Park
WC0437 – Mendive Middle School
WC0718 – Pleasant Valley Elementary School
WC0736 – Pyramid Lake Tribal Office
WC0456 – Reed High School

WC0971 – Rollan Melton Elementary School
WC0728 – Shoppers Square
WC0987 – Somersett Town Center
WC0775 – Spanish Springs High School
WC0788 – Sparks Middle School
WC0809 – Stead Elementary School
WC1012 – Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Northern Nevada
WC0850 – Van Gorder Elementary School
WC0863 – Valley View Church
WC0867 – Verdi Elementary School
WC0498 – Whitehead Elementary School
AREAS UNDER REVIEW

- Fled voters
- Ballot Display issue
- Enhancing Voter Privacy
- New equipment and poll worker training modifications
- Sample Ballot formatting/printing
What’s Next?

- Petition Verification – 1 petition to be submitted for signature verification for the Renewable Energy Promotion Initiative
- Post election poll worker surveys
- Voter feedback review
- November 6, 2018 General Election
  - Expect that registration numbers will jump as well as election turnout
  - More hands on training for our poll workers on our new voting equipment
  - More community outreach and education on the new voting equipment
STAFF INTRODUCTIONS – Team ROV

- Heather Carmen – Assistant Registrar of Voters
- Cate Salim – Equipment Supply Manager/Polling Place Coordinator
- Sara Warr – Absent Ballot Coordinator
- Jon Brown – Poll Worker Recruiter and Trainer
- Will Thompson – Front Office and Correspondence Manager
- Brian Takemoto – Technology Services (Responsible for everything)
- Dan Simpson – Technology Services (survived our madness for the first time)
THANK YOU:

- To Technology Services for the incredible support we received for this first election with our new equipment. We would not have made it through the 2 week Pre-LAT process, early voting, or election day without them.
- Also, to the Technology Services troubleshooters and call center helpers
- County volunteer poll workers – they are the cream of the crop
- Our Volunteer poll workers – who work so hard to ensure the integrity of our electoral process
- Early Voting poll workers – who endure two grueling weeks with a smile and eager to come back time and again to serve our community
- All the departments that came together to lend their assistance to our office to ensure that the Primary Election was a success!
- To our voters who appeared to vote to make this Primary election the highest Primary turnout we have had since 2010.
Thank You

Questions?